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to protect against attack
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Why am I here?
Over 20 years of experience in Business
Continuity – disrupted!

NotPetya, June 2017; What happened?
• “Like in a movie” screens went
black
• No telemetry or management
systems
• Phones dead
• Building access controls failed
open
• Factory production (OT) stopped
• ERP systems inaccessible
• Everything, everywhere, all at
once
• Including disaster recovery…
• (Not a security slouch)
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Whiteboards
Business slow to engage
WhatsApp (unplanned)
+200 IT staff working shifts
Lucky break on disaster recovery
6 weeks to 70%
12 weeks to 95%
100 days to stabilise IT
Insurers
Auditors
Lawyers
Survival, but at a big price

Where are we going? Megatrends and Risks
Global Risks Landscape 2019

Risks-Trends Interconnections Map 2019

Cyber attack is
#5 by likelihood
#7 by impact

Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey 2018-2019

Labour Party hit by “sophisticated” cyber attack
Source: IT Governance, 12th November 2019

Cabinet Office National Cyber Security Strategy 2016 – 2021 (Progress Report, May 2019)

“Effective incident management is a central part of protecting the UK in cyberspace, which is why we made it a
core function of the National Cyber Security Centre. Since 2016, the NCSC has managed more than 1,100
cyber incidents. This includes our response to the global WannaCry incident that caused serious disruption to
the NHS in 2017.
The majority of these incidents were perpetrated from within nation states. They were undertaken by
groups of computer hackers directed, sponsored, or tolerated by the governments of those countries.”
Headlines driving change across the globe
Moller-Maersk puts cost of
cyber attack at up to $300m

Bank of Chile robbed by
hackers, May 2018

18 years of VFEmail data
destroyed

“It was frankly quite a shocking
experience. Your email goes
down, all your address systems.
We ended up having to use
WhatsApp on our private phones.”

“The ransomware attack was a
smokescreen; whilst the bank
disconnected 9,000 computers
and servers to protect customer
accounts, thieves used Swift to
steal millions.”

“The attacker sent no ransom
notes and appears not to have
made any attempt at contacting
VFEmail. The motive seems to
have been, “just attack and
destroy.”

- Soren Skou, Maersk CEO
- Eduardo Ebensperger (CEO)

- VFE, February 2019

A significant and increasing global challenge

$6tn
Expected Cyber Crime Damage Costs
by 2021

$11.5bn
Expected global ransomware damage
costs by 2019 (2015 this was $325m)

14 seconds
How often a business falls victim
to ransomware

North Korea has generated an estimated $2
billion for its WMD program using “widespread
and increasingly sophisticated” cyberattacks to
steal from banks and cryptocurrency exchanges,
according to a confidential U.N. report seen by
Reuters
Source: Reuters, Cyber Risk, 5 August 2019

Source: CSO Online 2018 Trends Report and Cyber Security Ventures

What is wrong with Business Continuity?
Business Continuity is the capability of an organization to continue the delivery
of products and services within acceptable time frames at predefined capacity
during a disruption
(Source: BS EN ISO 22301:2019)

Business Continuity’s focus today

Challenges

Physical risks – one data centre at
a time

Logical risks – potentially
everything, everywhere, all at once

‘All hazards’ – all about the impact,
never mind the cause

Somebody really is out to get you
– moves and countermoves

Fastest possible recovery with
minimal data loss

Recovery capability increasingly
vulnerable to attack (and targeted)

Balancing the Bow Tie and Teaming Up on Risk

Conquering the Connectivity Conundrum

Threat
vectors

Exploits open network
and data replication
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Who runs?
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How tested?
How fast?

Common Challenges (we need to talk)
• Communicating the risk and making the business case
• Business Continuity versus surviving an extinction event
• Cyber Recovery fixes everything (no!)
• Lost in the threat vortex trying to protect against everything
• Inaction on quick fixes
• Lots of vendors making exaggerated and sometimes erroneous claims
• It’s not just about technology!

Questions
(End of Presentation)

